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ABSTRACT 

Background/Objective: Massage therapy has moderate empirical support for 

enhancing immunological functioning. This study examined the effects of massage on 

144 inner-city HIV/AIDS-positive men/women. It was hypothesized that adults electing 

massage would have greater improvement in immune functioning compared to adults 

declining massage. This study has Temple IRB approval.  

Methods: 48 HIV/AIDS-positive adults who elected to receive one or more 

massage sessions from the licensed massage therapist at Congreso were compared to 96 

sex-matched HIV/AIDS-positive adults who declined massage over one year. Pre/Post 

massage CD4+ counts were measured as proxies for immune functioning. Mean immune 

functioning change was compared between the massage and control group to identify 

differences Pre/Post the massage/control window and within the massage group to test for 

dose-dependent effects. 

Results: No significant differences in age, education, race/ethnicity, language, 

income, mental health or substance-abuse history were found between the massage and 

control group. The massage group had lower immune functioning at baseline 

(394.5±279.7) compared to control group (467.3±283.8); however, this 16.9% difference 

in baseline mean CD4+ counts between the two groups was non-significant (p=0.23). 

ANOVA analyses found no difference in CD4+ change (Post-Pre) between the groups 

(p=0.70). Further ANCOVA analyses found the effects of massage on mean CD4+ 

counts non-significant after adjusting for baseline differences (p=0.75). However, the 

trends were in the hypothesized direction with an increase of 36.9 (±148.6) in CD4+ 

counts for the massage group compared to an increase of 22.5 (±183.4) in the control 
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group. The presence of a dose-dependent effect within the massage group was also non-

significant (p=0.95). Pre/Post differences among subjects who received only one massage 

were found significant (p=0.04), but not for subjects receiving more than one massage 

(p=0.51).  

Conclusion: These trends highlight that massage therapy effects may be an 

important non-pharmacological modality to complement standard-of-care to improve or 

sustain immune functioning.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Complementary and alternative therapies for the treatment of both communicable 

and non-communicable diseases have become more prevalent in recent years. While 

these therapies are not meant to substitute for respective standards of care, they may 

complement standard of care and add a form of medical and psychological support to the 

individual’s life. Massage therapy has proven to be beneficial for many individuals in 

multiple ways; from decreasing stress, anxiety and pain, to increasing relaxation and 

more (Hernandez-Reif et al., 2008; Diego et al., 2001). There is moderate evidence in the 

literature to support massage therapy as a booster for the human immune system (Hillier 

et al., 2010). For people living with HIV/AIDS, any modality which may cause a boost in 

the immune system is critical for their health.  

Standard of Care Treatment for HIV/AIDS: There is currently no cure for 

HIV/AIDS, however current standard of care can dramatically improve the health of 

people living with HIV/AIDS leading to longer productive lives. Standard of care 

treatment for HIV/AIDS is managed pharmacologically through the use of antiretroviral 

regimens. The aim of treatment is to achieve maximum suppression of symptoms for as 

long as possible. Antiretroviral drugs inhibit the growth and replication of HIV at various 

stages of its life cycle. The six classes of HIV medications are nucleoside analog reverse 

transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs), non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors 

(NNRTIs), integrase inhibitors, entry inhibitors, fusion inhibitors, and protease inhibitors 

(PIs) (FDA, 2011). A combination of three or more antiretroviral agents, called Highly 

Active Anti-Retroviral Therapy (HAART), has been highly effective in reducing the 
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virus in the body and is recommended by the US Department of Health and Human 

Services. (NIH, 2009).  

The disadvantage of antiretroviral treatment is resistance which may occur in 

individuals who do not adhere to their prescribed regimen. Many people living with 

HIV/AIDS find it difficult to adhere to their medication as the regimen needs to be taken 

daily at the same time and there are many potential side effects from taking the medicine. 

When resistance occurs, the person living with HIV/AIDS will need to consider, along 

with their physician, other HIV/AIDS approved regimens for which they have not 

become resistant. Resistance may also occur from HIV’s ability to mutate easily and 

become resistant to the person’s current regimen requiring them to switch treatments 

(WHO, 2001). 

Alternative and Complementary Treatment for HIV/AIDS: Massage therapy, 

an alternative and complementary intervention consisting of rubbing, kneading, 

squeezing, and stretching muscles, has not been traditionally prescribed for HIV/AIDS. 

However, non-pharmacological modalities, including massage therapy, may benefit 

people living with HIV/AIDS as a complementary therapy to help support the individual 

via physical, psychological, and biochemical effects (Field et al., 2005). Other alternative 

and complementary therapies include meditation, acupuncture, chiropractic therapies, 

exercise training, and nutritional therapies. The addition of alternative and 

complementary therapy, such as massage therapy, to the current standard of care for 

people living with HIV/AIDS may benefit people so they can lead healthier, happier, and 

more productive lives. 
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Massage therapy has moderate empirical support for enhancing immunological 

functioning among people living with HIV/AIDS. In 1996, a prospective cohort study 

was conducted in the USA with 20 HIV positive homosexual men receiving daily 

(Monday to Friday) forty-five minute full-body massage therapy sessions for one month 

(Ironson et al., 1996). Men without AIDS-defining symptoms were recruited for this 

study. Only two of the subjects were on antiretroviral treatment. A subset of 11 of the 

HIV-positive men were used to serve as a within subject comparison group where they 

received one month with massage and one month without massage. Pre and post 

biological measures (blood draws and urine collection) were obtained before the first 

massage/control period and after the final massage/control period. This study found that 

the massage group had a significant increase in Natural Killer (NK) Cell number (F=7.9, 

p<.05), NK Cell Cytotoxity (F=23.23, p<.01), soluble CD8 (F=7.4, p<.05), and the 

cytotoxic subset of CD8 cells (F=5.02, p<.05), which are important in fighting 

opportunistic infections. However, there were no significant changes in HIV/AIDS 

disease progression markers including CD4+ counts and CD4/CD8 ratio. Decreases in 

anxiety (r=.66, p<.05) and increases in relaxation during the massage (r=.49, p=.02) were 

significantly correlated with increases in NK Cell number. A significant decrease in 

cortisol was found for subjects during the massage period (F=5.52, p<.05). Overall, 

massage therapy was associated with improvement in several measures of immune 

functioning relevant to cytotoxic capacity, but not overall CD4+ counts. The results thus 

suggest an increase in cytotoxic capacity is associated with massage therapy for HIV 

positive men. 
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Another randomized clinical trial with 24 HIV positive adolescents in the United 

States was conducted in 2000 (Diego et al., 2001). This study randomized adolescents 

recruited from a large urban university hospital’s outpatient clinic to receive either 

twenty-minute seated massage therapy (N=12) or twenty-minute muscle relaxation 

therapy with no touch (N=12) two times per week for twelve weeks. Adolescents with 

CD4+ counts less than 200 were not recruited for this study. All of the subjects were on 

the same antiretroviral treatment. Immune measures (blood draws) were assessed before 

and after the massage therapy/muscle relaxation treatment period. The results showed 

that for the massage group the Pre CD4+ count mean was 467.67 (SD±145.15) and the 

Post mean was 506.83 (SD±126.03). For the muscle relaxation group the Pre CD4+ count 

mean was 465.25 (SD±153.1) and the Post mean was 479.92 (SD±200.37). This study 

found that there was a significant increase in NK cells (t=2.84, p<.01) and significant 

improvements in HIV disease progression markers of CD4+ cells (t=1.89, p<.05) and 

CD4-to-CD8 ratio (t=1.99, p<.05) for the massage group only after the twelve week 

study period. These results provide additional support for the positive effects of massage 

therapy on immune functioning for people living with HIV. 

A preliminary report from a randomized clinical trial conducted in 2003 with 24 

HIV positive children in the Dominican Republic who did not have access to 

antiretroviral therapies revealed a potential massage-induced preservation of immune 

status (CD4+ cell count) (Shor-Posner et al., 2004). Children who were followed at a 

local hospital were randomized to receive either 20-minute full-body massage therapy 

treatment (N=10) or a control/friendly visit (N=14) twice weekly for twelve weeks. 

Immune measures (blood draws) were assessed before and after the treatment periods. 
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Most of the children had >500 CD4+ counts at baseline (80 percent of massage group, 72 

percent control group). The results showed that for the massage group the Pre CD4+ 

count mean was 802 (SD±423) and the Post mean was 852 (SD±438). For the control 

group the Pre CD4+ count mean was 885 (SD±535) and the Post mean was 696 

(SD±453). This study found the mean CD4+ cell count increased in the massage group 

(+50±163) and declined in the controls (-189±331). Changes from baseline to the end of 

the 12-week study differed significantly (p<.03) for the massage versus the control group. 

Lymphocyte loss was also greater in the control group (p<.02). While this is only 

preliminary data, the results indicate potential support for the positive effects of massage 

therapy on immune functioning status among HIV positive children.  

The final report of the above randomized clinical trial was published in 2006 with 

47 HIV positive children in the Dominican Republic who did not have access to 

antiretroviral therapies (Shor-Posner et al., 2006). Most of the children in the study who 

were randomized to receive the massage therapy treatment (N=22) or a control/friendly 

visit (N=25) had >500 CD4+ counts at baseline (73 percent of massage group, 72 percent 

of control group). The massage group had a Pre mean CD4+ count of 1030.1 (SD±1028) 

compared to the control group’s Pre mean CD4+ count of 834.4 (SD±580). This final 

report found that following the 12-week massage therapy period, significantly more 

children in the control group exhibited a decline in CD4+ cell count (>30 percent) 

compared to the massage group (p=.04). At the end of the intervention, 86 percent of the 

children in the massage group showed an increase in CD4+ cell count from baseline or 

remained stable (<30 percent CD4+ change) compared to 60 percent of the control group. 

A significant decrease in CD8 cell count was found in the control group (p=.02), but not 
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in the massage group. The results of this final report suggest that massage therapy may be 

seen as a beneficial complementary therapy for people living with HIV.  

A 2010 Cochrane systematic review (Hillier et al., 2010) found that massage 

therapy may have a positive effect on immunological functioning, however most of the 

trials investigating this relationship (including those publications mentioned above) were 

small studies of low methodological quality with a moderate risk of bias. Bias was 

primarily due to unclear, unreported, or negative responses in the included studies. For 

instance, information relating to the randomization processes, blinding, incomplete 

outcome data, and baseline characteristics comparisons between experimental and control 

groups were inadequately addressed or unclear. This systematic review concluded that 

further studies are needed before massage therapy can be strongly recommended to 

improve the health of people living with HIV/AIDS. Specifically, future trial studies 

should use larger sample sizes with sufficient power to detect meaningful effects and 

employ more rigorous methodology to reduce risk of bias. 

This study attempts to address these gaps in the current literature by examining 

the role of massage therapy on immune functioning (CD4+ count measures) among 

inner-city adults living with HIV/AIDS by comparing individuals who elected to receive 

massage therapy to a HIV/AIDS positive, sex-matched control group over a period of one 

year. Few studies have looked at the effects of massage therapy on inner-city adults 

living with HIV/AIDS in the United States even though the prevalence of HIV/AIDS in 

these areas tends to be higher than non-urban settings. No identified studies have 

examined the dose response effects of the number of massage therapy sessions on the 

immune functioning of HIV/AIDS positive adults.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 BACKGROUND 

 
Prevalence and Incidence of HIV/AIDS: According to the Joint United Nations 

Program on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) and the World Health Organization (WHO) in 2010, 

the number of people across the globe living with HIV/AIDS continued to grow in 2009 

reaching an estimated 33.3 million (31.4 million-35.3 million). The total number of 

people living with HIV/AIDS in 2008 (33.4 million) was twenty percent higher than 

those living with the virus in 2000; and the 2008 prevalence data were roughly threefold 

higher than in 1990 (UNAIDS, 2009). In 2009, there were an estimated 2.6 million (2.3 

million–2.8 million) people who became newly infected with HIV (UNAIDS, 2010). It is 

estimated that 1.8 million (1.6 million-2.1 million) deaths due to AIDS-related illnesses 

occurred in 2009 alone (UNAIDS, 2010).  

At the end of 2006, an estimated 1,106,400 people in America were living with 

HIV and 56,300 people were newly infected, with 21 percent undiagnosed (CDC, 2009). 

Homosexual and bisexual men, African Americans, and Hispanics were most heavily 

affected. Poverty is the single most important demographic factor associated with HIV 

among inner-city heterosexuals and poor and urban neighborhoods are particularly 

affected by the HIV/AIDS epidemic. A study by the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention (CDC) in July 2010 showed that in America’s poorest urban neighborhoods, 

HIV prevalence was 2.1 percent among heterosexuals, or more than 4 times the national 

average. Contrary to the racial disparities that characterize the overall American 

epidemic, there were no significant differences found in HIV prevalence by race/ethnicity 

in this inner-city population; prevalence was 2.1 percent among African Americans, 2.1 

percent among Hispanics, and 1.7 percent among Whites (CDC, July 2010). Rather, 
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higher HIV risk within poor urban areas was attributed to, among other factors, high HIV 

prevalence, limited access to health care and other basic services, and high rates of 

substance abuse and incarceration (CDC, July 2010). Within low income urban areas, 

individuals living below the poverty line are at greater risk for HIV than those living 

above the poverty line (2.4 percent prevalence vs. 1.2 percent), though prevalence for 

both groups is far higher than the national average (0.45 percent) (CDC, August 2010). 

The overall 2.1 percent HIV prevalence rate found in urban poverty areas in America 

exceeded the 1 percent cut-off that defines a generalized HIV epidemic and is similar to 

rates found in several low-income countries with generalized HIV epidemics (UNAIDS, 

2008). 

According to the Philadelphia Department of Public Health (PDPH), there were 

28,274 cumulative living adult HIV and AIDS cases in 2009 in Philadelphia. African 

Americans (66.2 percent) and Hispanics (12 percent) made up the majority of the people 

living with HIV/AIDS in Philadelphia during that year. Reported AIDS cases were 

mostly concentrated within the inner sections of Philadelphia as can be shown in Figure 1 

with the number of reported cases by census tract reaching as much as 35 or more 

(PDPH, 2009). Within this study’s specific zip code of 19140 as shown in Figure 2, the 

2008 prevalence data of people living with HIV/AIDS shows that African Americans and 

Hispanics, males, heterosexuals, and adults above the age of 25 contribute most to the 

cases found (AACO, 2010).  
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Figure 1.  Persons living with AIDS by census tract in  

     Philadelphia, 2009 (PHMC, 2011) 
 

 

 
 
Figure 2.  2008 Prevalence of people living with HIV/AIDS in study area  
                 (AACO, 2010) 
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Risk Factors for HIV/AIDS: HIV is found in the blood, semen, or vaginal fluid 

of someone who is infected with the virus (CDC, 2010). There are many risk factors for 

HIV, most of which can be easily prevented. Some major risk factors include unprotected 

vaginal, oral or anal intercourse, intravenous drug use, having another STD, exposure to 

the virus as a fetus or through breast milk, or through a blood transfusion (CDC, 2010). 

HIV cannot survive for very long outside of the body and cannot be transmitted through 

routine activities such as sitting on a toilet seat, sharing food utensils or drinking glasses, 

touching an infected person, or through kissing (NIAID, 2009). The virus can only be 

transmitted from person to person and not through animals/insect bites (NIAID, 2009).  

 Microbiology of HIV/AIDS: Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) is a 

complex retrovirus that primarily affects the human immune system by attacking CD4+ T 

cells (NIAID, 1996). These viruses are known as RNA viruses because they have RNA as 

their basic genetic material instead of DNA. Figure 3 shows a visual representation of the 

HIV life cycle which begins with a virus particle binding to a CD4+ receptor and one of 

two co-receptors on the surface of a CD4+ T-lymphocyte (NIH, 2005). The virus fuses 

with the host cell and then releases RNA into the host. Once inside the cell, the HIV 

enzyme reverse transcriptase converts the viral single-stranded RNA into double-stranded 

DNA. The newly formed DNA enters the host nucleus where an HIV enzyme called 

integrase “hides” the HIV DNA within the host cell’s own DNA. This integrated DNA is 

called a provirus which may remain inactive for several years. Next, transcription occurs 

when the provirus becomes active and a host enzyme called RNA polymerase is used to 

create copies of the HIV genomic material, as well as shorter strands of RNA called 

messenger RNA (mRNA). The mRNA is used as a blueprint to make long chains of HIV 
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proteins. The next step is assembly which uses protease to cut up the long chains of HIV 

proteins into smaller individual proteins. As smaller HIV proteins come together with 

copies of HIV’s RNA genetic material, a new virus particle is assembled. The final step 

is budding where the newly assembled virus pushes out from the host cell. During this 

“budding” the new virus steals part of the cell’s outer envelope which acts like a covering 

and is studded with protein and sugar combinations called HIV glycoproteins. These are 

necessary for the virus to bind CD4+ and co-receptors. The new copies of HIV can now 

move on to infect other cells. This process is how the virus quickly spreads through the 

body impairing immune functioning (NIH, 2005). 

When CD4+ T cell numbers decline below a critical level, cell-mediated 

immunity is lost and the body becomes progressively more vulnerable to pathogens and 

opportunistic infections which drive higher mortality rates among HIV/AIDS positive 

individuals (Hillier et al., 2010). This is the late stage of HIV infection also known as 

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). CDC defines AIDS as: laboratory 

confirmation of HIV and CD4+ T-lymphocyte count of <200 cells/µL or CD4+ T-

lymphocyte percentage of <14 or documentation of an AIDS-defining condition (CDC, 

2008).  
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Figure 3.  The lifecycle of HIV (CDC, 2008)  
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODS 

 
The main objective of this study was to measure the effects that massage therapy 

had on the immune function of inner-city adults living with HIV/AIDS. There were three 

specific aims for this study and two hypotheses to be tested. The first aim was to analyze 

the differences between HIV/AIDS positive subjects who elected to receive massage 

therapy compared to subjects who declined massage therapy to identify significant 

differences between the two populations. The second aim was to measure the efficacy of 

massage therapy on immune functioning by comparing immune functioning change 

between subjects who received massage therapy and a sex-matched control group of 

HIV/AIDS positive subjects who did not receive massage therapy. It was hypothesized 

that inner-city HIV/AIDS positive adults receiving massage therapy would have a greater 

improvement in their immune functioning assessments compared to  HIV/AIDS positive 

adults who did not receive massage therapy. The third aim was to measure the effect of 

the number of massage therapy sessions on immune functioning by comparing immune 

functioning change within the group of HIV/AIDS-positive subjects who received one 

massage therapy session compared to the group that received more than one massage 

therapy sessions to identify the presence of a dose dependent effect. It was hypothesized 

that subjects receiving more than one massage therapy session would have a greater 

improvement in their immune functioning assessments compared to adults who received 

only one massage therapy session over a one year period which would indicate a positive 

dose response effect of massage on immune function among HIV/AIDS positive persons. 

 This study was approved by Temple University’s IRB. Proof of approval and the 

investigator’s human subjects certificate are attached as Appendices A and B. This study 
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consisted of 144 confirmed HIV/AIDS-positive men and women from the Esfuerzo 

Program of Congreso de Latinos Unidos in North Philadelphia who received services 

from November 5, 2009 through October 28, 2010. Congreso de Latinos Unidos is a non-

profit organization in Philadelphia that focuses on providing human services in four 

ways: education, employment, family support, and health and wellness for local Latinos 

and other communities within the city. The Esfuerzo Program is Congreso’s HIV/AIDS 

services program which includes a medical case management component for people 

living with HIV/AIDS. Medical case management is a comprehensive care service 

provided for people living with HIV/AIDS. The only eligibility requirements for this 

program is proof of HIV positive status with referral through Philadelphia’s AIDS 

Activity Coordinating Office (AACO) program and to obtain quarterly laboratory tests to 

measure disease progression (CD4+ counts or viral load). This program is supported 

through Ryan White funding provided by the United States Department of Health and 

Human Services, Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA). This study 

received a letter of support from Lorett Matus, the Director of the Esfuerzo (HIV/AIDS) 

Program at Congreso and is attached as Appendix C.   

There were 319 HIV/AIDS positive men and women (ages 18 to 77) in the study 

population who were under Medical Case Management at Congreso and were offered 

massage therapy services during the period of November 5, 2009 through October 28, 

2010. Of the 319 individuals in the study population, 48 opted to receive at least one 

massage therapy session during the one year period and 271 did not receive even one 

massage therapy session. Of the 48 individuals who received massage therapy, only 33 

had complete laboratory data consisting of both pre and post massage therapy CD4+ 
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count measurements and these 33 individuals were included in the analyses. Of the 33 

individuals who received massage therapy, 15 individuals had only one massage therapy 

session during their massage therapy window period and 18 had more than one massage 

therapy session (range: 2-17) during their massage therapy window period. 

This study compared HIV/AIDS-positive subjects who received medical case 

management services at Congreso and elected to receive at least one massage therapy 

session during Thursday support group hours within the period of November 5, 2009 to 

October 28, 2010 (n=48) to a sex-matched group of HIV/AIDS-positive subjects who 

received medical case management services at Congreso during the same time period but 

elected not to receive a massage therapy session (n=96). The control group of 2:1 sex-

matched HIV/AIDS-positive subjects was selected at random from the entire Congreso 

case management study population with completed quarterly labs who were offered 

massage therapy (n=319) and who did not elect to have any massage therapy sessions 

during the year (n=271). The control group (n=96) was selected at random so that they 

generally reflected the overall portion of the study population who elected to not receive 

massage therapy (n=271). The difference between and within these two groups were 

assessed. A 2:1 matching ratio was utilized to increase the number of subjects and 

respective power of the study. Of the eligible 96 individuals in the control group, only 66 

(who were matched with the respective 33 from the massage therapy group with 

complete laboratory data) were included in the analyses. Figure 4 provides a visual 

representation of Enrollment Activities. 
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Figure 4.  Flow diagram of enrollment/recruitment activities and study aims  
    [MT= Massage Therapy] 
 

 

This study excluded subjects less than 18 years old so the adult population would 

be captured only; thus ages 20 to 77 were included in this study. Both sexes were 

included in this study. While it was expected that the majority of the subjects would be of 

Hispanic origin due to the nature of Congreso and its mission, subjects of other origins 

were included. 

This inner-city study population of HIV/AIDS-positive people was ideal for this 

type of retrospective cohort study since they had free access to medical case management 

and a licensed massage therapist (Hilary Taub, CMT) on site at Congreso during support 

group hours for a period of almost one year (November 5, 2009 to October 28, 2010). 

Massage therapy services were provided during this period for Medical Case 

Management clients at Congreso through a one year grant (“Healing Hands for 

HIV/AIDS”) funded by the Massage Therapy Foundation. The Massage Therapy 

Foundation is a 501 (C) 3 public charity with a mission to advance the knowledge and 

practice of massage by supporting scientific research, education, and community service. 

Each Congreso client could elect or decline to receive massage therapy at their will 

through this period. Massage therapy sessions were held every Thursday for almost one 
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year during support group hours. Congreso support group sessions were held daily for 

two hours before lunch. All clients under medical case management had access to attend 

support group sessions. Both massage therapy clients and control subjects in this study 

had equal access to attending support group sessions. Congreso also provided two tokens 

for Philadelphia transportation services to all support group attendees. The support group 

sessions were private and not open to the public. Support group activities ranged from 

open discussions about varying topics surround HIV/AIDS to lectures from professionals 

and physicians to fun games and activities. Thursday support group was specifically 

geared towards activities such as movies, karaoke, bingo, and other games. Massage 

therapy sessions of thirty minutes in a private room close to the support group room did 

not take much time away for the individuals to participate in activities, which was the 

rationale for making Thursdays available for massage therapy sessions.  

This study population is also ideal for this type of study since ongoing immune 

functioning measures are collected. For all Case Management clients seeking care at 

Congreso during this time period, immune functioning measurements were routinely 

collected every three months as a requirement to continue to receive Case Management 

services by Congreso. Thus, ongoing immune functioning measurements and 

demographic information were collected for all subjects receiving Case Management 

services independent of participation in the massage therapy sessions and all the data 

existed as part of Congreso’s reporting system.  

For this study, a Congreso employee was responsible for abstracting the data from 

the CAREWare system through its multiple reporting options and deidentified the data 

for all clients in their system to ensure anonymity before handing over the data to the 
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investigator. CAREWare is free, scalable software developed by HRSA for managing 

and monitoring HIV/AIDS clinical and supportive care. This software is capable of 

quickly producing completed Ryan White HIV/AIDS Program Data and Services 

Reports. This system is used throughout the City of Philadelphia to maintain information 

on people living with HIV/AIDS under Medical Case Management at any of the 

participating non-profit organizations receiving Ryan White funding. All Medical Case 

Managers at Congreso complete a comprehensive assessment with each new client when 

they first come for services. The comprehensive assessment captures all contact 

information, demographics, and other information, including those variables which were 

analyzed in this study. This assessment is entered into the CAREWare system along with 

other face to face meeting notes and routine laboratory reports. Every time a client under 

HIV/AIDS Case Management visits with their case manager, has laboratory results, 

attends support group, receives massage therapy, or any other pertaining information to 

case management services, the Medical Case Manager (or Administrator) updates the 

CAREWare system so that these data are always current and accurate to the best of the 

Case Manager’s ability. It is also Congreso’s policy to audit this information through 

chart reviews every three months to ensure accuracy.  

The CAREWare system was utilized by Congreso staff to extract all the data for 

the purposes of this study. Data abstracted from CAREWare for this study included age, 

sex, education, race/ethnicity, household income, primary language, drug and alcohol 

history, and mental health history recorded by the medical case manager during the 

period of November 5, 2009 to October 28, 2010. For the variables drug and alcohol 

history and mental health history, an individual was identified as having a history if their 
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medical case manager recorded “Yes” during any time period over the reporting period of 

November 5, 2009 to October 28, 2010 (regardless of treatment status for the condition). 

A “Yes” recording was recorded by the medical case manager if the subject self-

identified as having a problem or if the individual’s physician classified them as having a 

problem. All laboratory results (CD4+ counts and viral loads) from January 1, 2009 to 

February 1, 2011 were also extracted so that sufficient laboratory data pre and post the 

massage therapy periods for each individual could be captured. The dates of each 

massage therapy session which each individual attended was also recorded in 

CAREWare and was abstracted for this study to identify each individual’s massage 

therapy window and number of massage therapy sessions. All of the requested data from 

Congreso was exported into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet via CAREWare’s extensive 

reporting options and submitted to the investigator to utilize for the analyses in this study. 

A blank copy of the exported spreadsheet can be found in Appendix D.   

Massage Therapy Sessions: All massage therapy sessions during the time period 

of November 5, 2009 to October 28, 2010 were designed to last approximately thirty 

minutes and were completed by the same licensed female massage therapist, Hilary Taub, 

CMT. Each session was standardized and included massaging the back, shoulders, neck, 

arms, and hands of each fully clothed subject. All subjects had the opportunity to elect to 

receive a massage therapy session as frequently as once per week for the period of 

November 5, 2009 to October 28, 2010 at their own discretion. The massage therapy 

sessions were scheduled immediately before, during, or after client support group hours 

(approximately three hour time-frame) every Thursday during the one year period.  
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Immune function tests: Immune functioning status was based on measurements 

of CD4+ counts. These measurements are common in measuring HIV/AIDS disease 

progression status and are typically assessed every three months for HIV/AIDS positive 

adults so that health can be monitored. All clients under Medical Case Management in 

Philadelphia are required to have laboratory measurements (CD4+ counts or Viral Loads 

based on the preference of the requesting physician) recorded every three months with 

their Medical Case Managers so that their health status can be appropriately monitored.  

The baseline dates for each subject in the massage therapy group varied based on 

when they first elected to receive the massage therapy within the time frame November 5, 

2009 to October 28, 2010. The laboratory results (CD4+ counts) closest in time before 

the first massage therapy session were used for each subject’s baseline measurement of 

immune functioning (pre-measurement). The laboratory results closest in time after the 

last massage therapy session during the one year time period were used as the subject’s 

final measurement of immune functioning (post-measurement). The baseline and final 

measurement dates for each subject in the control group were laboratory results (CD4+ 

counts) closest in time to their matched subject’s baseline and final measurement dates. 

See Figure 5 below for a visual representation of lab measurements for this study. 
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Figure 5.  Flow Diagram of Lab (CD4+) Measures for Massage and Control       
                 Groups 
 

 

Statistical Methods: The first aim of this study was to analyze the differences 

between HIV/AIDS positive subjects who elected to receive massage therapy (n=48) 

compared to the sex-matched subjects who declined massage therapy (n=96) to see if 

there were any statistically significant differences between the two populations. For Aim 

1, all continuous variables were tabulated and summarized using means and standard 

deviations and categorical variables were summarized as percentages. To evaluate groups 

on demographic characteristics, differences between means were tested with Student t-

tests and differences in percentages were tested with Pearson Chi-square tests or Fisher’s 

exact tests when assumptions underlying the Pearson test were violated.    

The second aim of this study was to measure the efficacy of massage therapy on 

immune functioning by comparing immune functioning status change (difference 

between pre and post) between subjects who received massage therapy with both pre and 

post lab data (n=33) and the control group who did not receive massage therapy with both 

pre and post lab data (n=66). For Aim 2, the outcome variable (CD4+ counts) for the 99 
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subjects with complete laboratory data were assessed for normality using informal 

descriptive statistics analyses including frequency distributions and Q-Q plots. This was 

completed to identify overly influential outliers which may skew the data and violate 

normality and equality of variance assumptions that underlie the parametric tests which 

were utilized in this study.  However, to ensure robustness of conclusions, analyses were 

re-run with the CD4+ counts transformed on the natural log scale. There were no 

substantive differences in conclusions, therefore, these analyses are not shown in the 

results.  

To assess differences in Pre and Post immune functioning between each group, 

the mean Pre and Post CD4+ counts in both the massage therapy and control groups were 

compared along with their respective standard deviations using independent two-sample 

t-tests to test for significance. To compare mean CD4+ count changes from Pre to Post 

within each group, the baseline mean was subtracted from the post mean in each group. 

Paired dependent t-tests comparing the mean differences and standard deviations to test 

for statistical significance between the massage therapy and control group were utilized 

to see if the mean difference over time found for each group was significant, indicating 

effects on change in immune functioning for each group.  

To test the first research hypothesis that the massage therapy group would show 

greater improvement in immune functioning (CD4+ counts) compared to controls, a 2-

way repeated analysis of variance (ANOVA) was utilized. The model had a 2- level 

within factor for time (pre and post treatment) and a 2-level factor for treatment groups 

(massage versus control). This model provided a test for the main effect for time 

(difference in pre versus post treatment CD4+ counts averaged over groups), main effect 
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for treatment (difference in CD4+ counts averaged over time), and finally the pivotal test 

for the research hypothesis: the interaction effect for time by treatment groups 

(differences in change of CD4+ counts over time by treatment groups). Because subjects 

were not randomized to treatment, a follow-up analysis was conducted with a 1-way 

analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). In this model, CD4+ change scores (post-pre) were 

the outcome variable, pre-treatment CD4+ was the covariate and treatment group was a 

dummy coded pivotal variable. To evaluate the equality of slopes assumption for 

ANCOVA, a pre-CD4+ by treatment interaction was tested.  

The third aim of this study was to measure the effects of the number of massage 

therapy sessions on immune functioning by comparing immune functioning status change 

within the group of HIV/AIDS positive subjects who received only one massage therapy 

session (n=15) compared to the group of HIV/AIDS positive subjects who received more 

than one massage therapy sessions (n=18) to identify the presence of a dose dependent 

effect. The mean CD4+ counts pre and post the massage therapy windows were 

compared for the subjects who received only one massage therapy session (MT=1) and 

for the subjects who received more than one massage therapy sessions (MT>1). To assess 

differences in Pre and Post immune functioning within each group, the mean Pre and Post 

CD4+ counts were compared using independent two-sample t-tests. To compare mean 

CD4+ changes from Pre to Post within each group, the baseline mean was subtracted 

from the post mean in each group. Paired dependent t-tests comparing the mean 

differences and standard deviations to test for statistical significance within the MT=1 

group and the MT>1 group were utilized to see if the mean difference found for each 

group was significant, indicating effects on immune functioning change based on the 
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number of massage sessions. ANCOVA was executed to assess change in immune 

functioning status between MT=1 versus MT>1 after adjusting for baseline CD4+ 

differences.  

 Statistical evaluations of the data were performed using SAS software (SAS 

Institute Inc. Cary, NC) and p< 0.05 was the criteria for statistical significance.   
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS 

  
Aim 1: Analyze the differences between HIV/AIDS positive subjects who elected 

to receive massage therapy compared to subjects who declined massage therapy to 

identify significant differences between the two populations:  

The background and demographic data were compared between the massage 

therapy group and control group and no significant differences were found in education, 

race/ethnicity, language, mental health or substance-abuse history, suggesting that the 

two groups were similar at the start of the study (Table 1). Men comprised 62.5 percent 

of the sample population (equal in both groups due to sex-matched control group); the 

vast majority of study subjects in the massage therapy group and control group were 

Hispanic (77.1 percent and 72.9 percent respectively, p=0.87); close to 50 percent of each 

group spoke English and 50 percent spoke Spanish (p=0.65); although non-significant, 

more subjects in the massage therapy group had a drug or alcohol abuse problem over the 

past year compared to the control group (60.4 percent and 42.7 percent respectively, 

p=0.13); more subjects in the massage therapy group had a mental health issue over the 

last year compared to the control group although non-significant (68.7 percent and 53.1 

respectively, p=0.19); and the majority of the subjects in the study did not graduate high 

school (60.4 percent in massage therapy group and 52.1 percent in control group, 

p=0.26).  
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Table 1.  Demographic comparison of study groups 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

  Massage 
Therapy Control Total p-  

Variable Group  
% (n=48) 

Group 
% (n=96) n value*  

           
Sex     1.0  
Male  62.5% (30) 62.5% (60) 90    
Female 37.5% (18) 37.5% (36) 54    

       
Race/Ethnicity    0.87   
African American 16.7% (8) 20.8% (20) 28    
Hispanic   77.1% (37) 72.9% (70) 107    
Other/Mixed   6.2% (3) 5.2% (5) 8    
Missing                0% (0)               1% (1) 1    
       
Primary Language     0.65  
English 45.8% (22) 52.1% (50) 72    
Spanish 54.2% (26) 46.8% (45) 71    
Other    0% (0)   1% (1) 1    
       
Drug/Alcohol Abuse  
(past year)    

0.13  
 

Yes 60.4% (29) 42.7% (41) 70    
No 22.9% (11) 30.2% (29) 40    
Missing          16.7% (8) 27.1% (26) 34    
       
Mental Health Issues  
(past year)    

0.19  
 

Yes   68.7% (33) 53.1% (51) 84    
No 14.6% (7) 19.8% (19) 26    
Missing 16.7% (8) 27.1% (26) 34    
       
Education    0.26   
Less than High School 60.4% (29) 52.1% (50) 79    
High School Graduate 31.3% (15) 28.1% (27) 42    
Some College/College Grad 8.3% (4) 13.5% (13) 17    
Missing    0% (0)  6.3% (6) 6    
          
* Pearson Chi-Square  or Fisher's Exact Tests 
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Additional data analyses revealed no significant differences between the groups in 

mean/median age or median household income (Table 2). The mean age of subjects in the 

massage therapy group was 48.1 (±10.4) and 46.5 (±10.6) for the control group (p=0.38). 

The annual mean household income for the massage therapy group was $7,774 (±$5,726) 

and the control group was $8,324 (±$5,239) indicating that study sample had a lower 

socioeconomic status (p=0.61). The massage therapy group had lower immune 

functioning (mean CD4+ count) at baseline (394.5±279.7) compared to the sex-matched 

control group (467.3±283.8). Despite this 16.9 percent mean difference in baseline 

measures between the massage therapy group and control group, a significant difference 

was not found (p=0.23).  

 

 

Table 2.  Continuous baseline characteristics by group 
______________________________________________________________ 
  Massage Therapy Group Control Group   

 mean (SD) mean (SD) 
p-

value* 
      
Age 48.1 (10.4) 46.5 (10.6) 0.38 
      
Household 
Income 7774 (5726) 8324 (5239) 

0.61 

      
Baseline CD4+ 394.5 (279.7) 467.3 (283.8) 0.23 

*Between groups independent samples t-tests  
 
 
 

Aim 2: Measure the efficacy of massage therapy on immune functioning by 

comparing immune functioning change between subjects who received massage therapy 

and a sex-matched control group of HIV/AIDS positive subjects who did not receive 

massage therapy: 
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The Pre and Post immune functioning profile for the 99 HIV/AIDS positive adults 

with complete immune data in both the massage therapy group and control group is 

shown in Table 3. A 2-way repeated measures ANOVA analyses found no difference in 

mean CD4+ change (Post-Pre) between the groups (p=0.70) (Table 4). Further one-way 

ANCOVA analyses also found the effects of massage therapy on mean CD4+ counts 

non-significant after adjusting for baseline differences (p=0.75). However, the trends 

were in the hypothesized direction with an increase of 36.9 (±148.6) in CD4+ counts for 

the massage group compared to an increase of 22.5 (±183.4) in the control group.  

 

 

Table 3.  Pre and post immune functioning between Massage and Control groups  
   (mean and SD) 

________________________________________________________________________ 
 Massage n=33      Control n=66      Difference P value* 
PRE CD4+  394.6(279.7)  467.3(283.8)  +72.7(282.5) p=0.23 
POST CD4+  431.5(295.6)  489.8(325.8)  +58.3(316.2) p=0.39 
Difference +36.9(148.6)  +22.5(183.4)     
P Value**  p=0.163  p=0.322      
*Between groups independent t-test  
**Within groups dependent paired t-test  

 
 
 
Table 4.  Pre and post CD4+ count mean difference for Massage and Control groups 
 

Group N Mean change  F Value p (Significance)* 
Massage 33 +36.9 (±148.6) 

    .15                            0.70  Control 66  +22.5 (±183.4) 
* p<0.05 

 

* 2-way repeated ANOVA 

 

Aim 3: Measure the effect of the number of massage therapy sessions on immune 

functioning by comparing immune functioning change within the group of HIV/AIDS 
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positive subjects who received one massage therapy session (MT=1) compared to the 

group that received more than one massage therapy sessions (MT>1) to identify the 

presence of a dose dependent effect: 

There were no statistically significant differences in demographics between the 

MT=1 group and MT>1 group. The Pre and Post immune functioning profile for the 33 

HIV/AIDS positive adults who received at least one massage therapy session and with 

complete immune data are shown in Table 5. The MT=1 group had lower immune 

functioning (mean CD4+ count) at baseline (325.1±264.7) compared to the MT>1 group 

(452.4±286). Despite this mean difference in baseline measures between the groups, a 

significant difference was not found (p=0.2). ANCOVA analyses found the main effect of 

the number of massage therapy sessions on immune functioning (CD4+ counts) to be 

non-significant after adjusting for baseline differences (p=0.95) (Table 6). Although non-

significant, an increase of 44.6 (±77.5) points in CD4+ counts was found for the MT=1 

group and an increase of 30.6 (±191.2) points in CD4+ counts was found for the MT>1 

group. Although there was no dose-dependent effect for massage therapy found, a within 

group paired t-test found the mean change of CD4+ counts from Pre to Post massage 

therapy statistically significant for the MT=1 group (p=0.04) compared to the non-

significant results for the MT>1 group (p=0.51). 
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Table 5.  Pre and post immune functioning between Massage=1 and >1 groups 
   (mean and SD)  

________________________________________________________________________ 

 
1 Massage 
n=15 

     >1 Massage  
n=18 

     Difference 
 

P value* 
 

PRE CD4+  325.1(264.7)  452.4(286)  +127.4(276.6) p=0.20 
POST CD4+  369.7(261.9)  483(319.1)  +113.3(294.7) p=0.28 
Difference +44.6(77.5)  +30.6(191.2)     
P Value**  p=0.04  p=0.51      
*Between groups independent t-test  
**Within groups dependent paired t-test   

 
 
 
Table 6.  Pre and post CD4+ count mean difference for Massage=1 and  
               Massage>1 groups 
 

Group N Mean change  F Value p (Significance)* 
Massage=1 15 +44.6 (±77.5) 

    0.0 0.95 Massage=>1 18 +30.6 (±191.2) 
* p<0.05 

 

  

* ANCOVA  
 
 
 

Post Hoc Power and Sample Size Analyses: The parameters for this study were 

analyzed using G*Power 3.1.2 software. The observed effect size for Aim 2 of this study 

comparing the difference in means between the massage therapy group and control group 

was 0.032. With this effect size, a two-tailed alpha of p<0.05, and the total sample of 99, 

the power of this study to detect a significant difference (if one truly existed) was 6.1 

percent. Given that this power was extremely low, a post-hoc sample size analysis was 

computed using the observed effect size 0.032, a two-sided alpha of p<0.05, and a power 

of 0.80, to determine how many subjects the study would have needed to enroll to find a 

significant difference between the differences in means for the massage therapy group 

and control group found in this study. The G*Power results concluded that if 0.032 were 
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the actual effect size in Aim 2 of this study, then 7,843 total subjects would need to be 

enrolled to find significance.  
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CHAPTER 5 
 CONCLUSION 

 
 Although non-significant (p=0.23), the results of this study found that the 

massage therapy group had lower mean CD4+ counts at baseline (395±280) compared to 

the control group (467±284) indicating that they may have started the study with poorer 

health compared to the control group. It is possible that this baseline difference was large 

enough to confer a health effect as they needed to compensate more due to their poorer 

health at the start of the study compared to the control groups healthier baseline status. 

The results also found no significant differences in immune functioning based on pre and 

post CD4+ counts between the massage therapy group and control group. However, the 

trends were in the hypothesized direction. The massage therapy group’s CD4+ counts 

improved 36.9 (±148.6) from pre to post massage compared to only a 21.1 (±183.5) 

increase for the control group. Therefore, the massage therapy group had better 

improvement in immune functioning compared to the control group even after adjusting 

for baseline differences (Figures 6 and 7). This difference is clinically relevant and 

important to health as any improvement in immune functioning is a benefit to gain for 

people living with HIV/AIDS. While non-significant, the results from this study show 

greater impacts on immune functioning of inner city adults who elected to receive 

massage therapy compared to inner city adults who declined massage therapy over a one 

year period.  
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 Figure 6.  Pre and post mean CD4+ counts by group 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7.  Pre and post mean CD4+ counts adjusted for baseline by group 
 
  

The results of this study also found no significant difference in immune 

functioning between subjects who received only one massage therapy session compared 

to subjects who received more than one massage therapy sessions. However, again the 

trends were in the hypothesized direction with each group having positive improvements 

in immune functioning from pre massage therapy to post massage therapy. The group that 

received only one massage therapy session had a 44.6 (±77.5) point increase in CD4+ 
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counts compared to a 30.6 (±191.2) point increase for the group that received more than 

one massage therapy sessions. Although there was greater mean change from pre to post 

massage therapy in the group that received only one massage therapy session compared 

to the group that received more than one massage therapy sessions, the difference was not 

statistically significant. The non-significant results for this aim indicate that there is not a dose-

dependent effect for massage therapy present in this study. 

There was some evidence of massage therapy’s positive impact on immune functioning 

within the group that received only one massage therapy session. The mean change of CD4+ 

counts from pre (325.1±264.7) to post (369.7±261.9) massage therapy within this group 

was found to be statistically significant (p=0.04), indicating that one massage therapy 

session may have a positive impact on immune functioning. This significant result for the 

MT=1 group may be attributed to the lesser variability in the pre and post CD4+ count 

time periods for subjects who received only one massage therapy session, compared to 

the MT>1 non-significant findings. Those who received more than one massage therapy 

session had greater variability in their pre and post CD4+ count time periods as their lab 

results surrounded a massage therapy window period greater in time and varied up to one 

year before or after the first or last massage therapy session. The longer time period 

between the pre and post data may have allowed for other unknown factors such as lower 

stress or better healthcare to possibly contribute to the results. For subjects who received 

only one massage therapy session, approximately half had pre and post data which were 

within four months of each other compared to only 6 percent of those who received more 

than one massage therapy session. The significant findings within this group indicate that 

there is some short-term gain for people living with HIV/AIDS to benefit from when 

receiving one massage therapy session. 
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The results of this study are only generalizable to inner-city adults living with 

HIV/AIDS between the ages of 20-77 who are receiving Medical Case Management for 

HIVAIDS. The results may also only be generalizable to adults that attend support group 

sessions for HIV/AIDS as the benefits gained from support group may have a positive 

effect on the immune system since it is presumed that those individuals that attend 

support group sessions are potentially a motivated population with an interest in 

improving their health, well-being, and immune functioning. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 DISCUSSION 

 
The non-significant results of this study are consistent with what Ironson, et al. 

(1996) found when comparing the effects of massage therapy on CD4+ counts between a 

massage therapy group and a comparison group. However, when Ironson used other 

immune function measures including Natural Killer (NK) cells, NK cell Cytotoxity, 

soluble CD8, and the cytotoxic subset of CD8 cells, significant differences were found 

between the groups indicating that massage therapy had a positive effect on immune 

functioning. It is possible that CD4+ count alone as an indicator of immune functioning 

does not capture the full effects that massage therapy offers the immune system. Future 

studies should include additional immune functioning measures to capture the immune 

system’s total response to massage therapy.  

The non-significant results of this study differ from what Diego et al. (2001) and 

Shor-Posner et al. (2006) found when comparing the impact of massage therapy on 

immune functioning between a massage therapy group and control group using the same 

measures (CD4+ counts). These studies identified a significant difference between the 

massage therapy and control groups indicating that massage therapy had positive effects 

on immune functioning. The non-significant results in the current study may be attributed 

to the varying lengths of time between massage therapy sessions and pre and post CD4+ 

counts. In the previous studies, the massage therapy sessions were administered to the 

randomized massage therapy groups on a consistent twice-weekly basis for a period of 

twelve weeks. Pre and post CD4+ count measures were taken within one week before and 

after the twelve-week massage therapy period. In the current study, there was not a 

specific pre and post time period to collect CD4 + counts immediately before and after 
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massage therapy sessions. The pre and post measures varied up to one year before the 

first massage therapy session and up to one year after the last massage therapy session, 

depending on the subject’s available lab results. This long length in time certainly may 

have allowed for other unknown factors to impact the subject’s immune functioning. This 

may also be the reason that Aim 2 results comparing the effects of massage therapy on 

immune functioning were all non-significant findings compared to the within analyses in 

Aim 3 where there was a significant p-value (p=0.04) for individuals who received only 

one massage therapy session compared to those who received more than one session. 

Those who received only one session were more likely to have a lab completed 

immediately before and immediately after the one massage session they participated in. 

For future research, a more structured study design with consistent weekly massage 

therapy sessions, along with pre and post lab data immediately before and after the 

massage therapy window is recommended for when attempting to measure massage 

therapy’s impact on immune functioning.  

Table 1 shows that there were no statistically significant baseline differences 

between the massage therapy and control groups regarding demographics and other 

displayed variables; however, the data suggests that the massage therapy group were 

more likely to have had a problem with drugs or alcohol within the past year and mental 

health issues compared to the control group. It is possible that these differences could 

have affected immune functioning and thus, the results of this study. Future studies 

should try to understand how drug and alcohol abuse and mental health issues affect the 

likelihood of massage therapy to benefit people living with HIV/AIDS. Future studies 

also may benefit from adjusting for mental health differences and the differences in 
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drug/alcohol abuse between the groups so that a clearer picture of the massage therapy 

effects on CD4+ counts over time can be captured. 

The control group started and ended this study with higher levels of CD4+ counts 

compared to the massage therapy group. Thus, they were the healthiest subjects at the 

start and end of the study. Based on findings from previous literature (Birk et al., 2000), 

entry levels of CD4+ counts are strong predictors of effects of alternative treatments, 

including massage therapy. Therefore, these differences between groups may have 

obscured the beneficial effects of massage therapy on immune functioning. Future studies 

may benefit from conducting a randomized control trial to remove these baseline 

differences between the massage therapy group and control group. 

The variability in the data is another limitation of this study. The large ranges of 

CD4+ counts between each group may have contributed to the non-significant findings. 

This study included adults living with AIDS whom had CD4+ counts less than 200 at 

baseline. The previous studies which found significant improvement in immune function 

given exposure to massage therapy excluded these subjects. Future studies may benefit 

from excluding subjects with CDC-defined AIDS at baseline to decrease the variability in 

the data. The immune system of people living with AIDS is already severely damaged 

and the effects of complementary therapies, such as massage therapy, are not 

hypothesized to be a large amount, if any.  

This study selected a control group to compare to the massage therapy group by 

matching on sex. However, age, length of time living with HIV/AIDS, pharmacological 

treatments and adherence to treatment, and mode of transmission (particularly injecting 

drug users) are potential confounders as they are related to immune functioning 
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independently. There are many other effects of health which may have confounded the 

relationship in this study including stress, depression, anxiety, and quality of life levels. 

Although mental health status over past year was assessed in this study, it was not an 

adequate measure to capture depression. Due to the small sample size in this study, it was 

not possible to match on all potential confounders. These identified functions of 

HIV/AIDS health would be useful to study in future research of inner-city adults living 

with HIV/AIDS.  

Any benefit gained from Medical Case Management services at Congreso and 

support group attendance may also have contributed to the results of this study. Congreso 

services provided comprehensive support for all the subjects in this study which may 

have decreased their levels of stress, anxiety, and depression which all positively impact 

immune functioning. Support group attendance was not analyzed in this study since all 

participants had equal access and receiving the support group benefit and its contributing 

effect cannot be directly assessed. Although this data was not available for this study, 

Congreso services were equally free and available to all subjects regardless of whether or 

not they participated in massage therapy sessions.  

The non-significant results of this study also may be attributed to the overall study 

design. A randomized clinical trial study design would have been the most appropriate to 

test the hypotheses for this study and identify a direct causal relationship; however, due 

to the retrospective nature of the data collection and the self-selection into the massage 

therapy group, the current retrospective cohort study design was the most feasible. The 

inability to randomize subjects to the massage therapy or control group in this study 
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restricted its ability to detect a meaningful relationship between massage therapy and 

immune functioning.  

Finally, this study was inadequately powered (6.1 percent) to detect a significant 

difference in immune functioning mean change between the massage therapy and control 

groups for the effect size which was found (0.032). A similar future study would require 

a sample size of 7,843 total subjects to find this treatment effect size. However, using a 

more stringent and structured study design as discussed for future studies will certainly 

produce a larger effect size and thus greater power requiring a sample size of less than the 

calculated 7,843 with the current effect size found. 

Conclusion: It is important to continue to study complementary and alternative 

immune boosting therapies for inner-city adults living with HIV/AIDS. These added 

therapies to standard of care may be critical to the health of some people living with 

HIV/AIDS, particularly in the case where they have become resistant to antiretroviral 

medications and are running out of standard treatment options to manage their disease 

and its symptoms. The results of this study are consistent with previous literature 

suggesting that there are benefits to gain from participating in massage therapy sessions 

since there was a greater increase in immune functioning for the massage therapy group 

compared to the control group. These findings support massage therapy as a beneficial 

non-pharmacologic complementary treatment for adults living with HIV/AIDS to help 

sustain or maintain immune functioning.   
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TABLES AND FIGURES: 

Table 1.  Demographic comparison of study groups 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

  Massage 
Therapy Control Total p-  

Variable Group  
% (n=48) 

Group 
% (n=96) n value*  

           
Sex     1.0  
Male  62.5% (30) 62.5% (60) 90    
Female 37.5% (18) 37.5% (36) 54    

       
Race/Ethnicity    0.87   
African American 16.7% (8) 20.8% (20) 28    
Hispanic   77.1% (37) 72.9% (70) 107    
Other/Mixed   6.2% (3) 5.2% (5) 8    
Missing                0% (0)               1% (1) 1    
       
Primary Language     0.65  
English 45.8% (22) 52.1% (50) 72    
Spanish 54.2% (26) 46.8% (45) 71    
Other    0% (0)   1% (1) 1    
       
Drug/Alcohol Abuse  
(past year)    

0.13  
 

Yes 60.4% (29) 42.7% (41) 70    
No 22.9% (11) 30.2% (29) 40    
Missing          16.7% (8) 27.1% (26) 34    
       
Mental Health Issues  
(past year)    

0.19  
 

Yes   68.7% (33) 53.1% (51) 84    
No 14.6% (7) 19.8% (19) 26    
Missing 16.7% (8) 27.1% (26) 34    
       
Education    0.26   
Less than High School 60.4% (29) 52.1% (50) 79    
High School Graduate 31.3% (15) 28.1% (27) 42    
Some College/College Grad 8.3% (4) 13.5% (13) 17    
Missing    0% (0)  6.3% (6) 6    
          
* Pearson Chi-Square  or Fisher's Exact Tests 
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Table 2.  Continuous baseline characteristics by group 
______________________________________________________________ 
  Massage Therapy Group Control Group   

 mean (SD) mean (SD) p-
value* 

      
Age 48.1 (10.4) 46.5 (10.6) 0.38 
      
Household 
Income 7774 (5726) 8324 (5239) 

0.61 

      
Baseline CD4+ 394.5 (279.7) 467.3 (283.8) 0.23 

*Between groups independent samples t-tests  
 
 
 
Table 3.  Pre and post immune functioning between Massage and Control groups  

   (mean and SD) 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 Massage n=33      Control n=66      Difference P value* 
PRE CD4+  394.6(279.7)  467.3(283.8)  +72.7(282.5) p=0.23 
POST CD4+  431.5(295.6)  489.8(325.8)  +58.3(316.2) p=0.39 
Difference +36.9(148.6)  +22.5(183.4)     
P Value**  p=0.163  p=0.322      
*Between groups independent t-test  
**Within groups dependent paired t-test  

 
 
 
Table 4.  Pre and post CD4+ count mean difference for Massage and Control groups 
 

Group N Mean change  F Value p (Significance)* 
Massage 33 +36.9 (±148.6) 

    .15                            0.70  Control 66  +22.5 (±183.4) 
* p<0.05 

 

* 2-way repeated ANOVA 
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Table 5.  Pre and post immune functioning between Massage=1 and >1 groups 
   (mean and SD)  

________________________________________________________________________ 

 
1 Massage 
n=15 

     >1 Massage  
n=18 

     Difference 
 

P value* 
 

PRE CD4+  325.1(264.7)  452.4(286)  +127.4(276.6) p=0.20 
POST CD4+  369.7(261.9)  483(319.1)  +113.3(294.7) p=0.28 
Difference +44.6(77.5)  +30.6(191.2)     
P Value**  p=0.04  p=0.51      
*Between groups independent t-test  
**Within groups dependent paired t-test   

 
 
 
Table 6.  Pre and post CD4+ count mean difference for Massage=1 and  
               Massage>1 groups 
 

Group N Mean change  F Value p (Significance)* 
Massage=1 15 +44.6 (±77.5) 

    0.0 0.95 Massage=>1 18 +30.6 (±191.2) 
* p<0.05 

 

  

* ANCOVA  
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1.  Persons living with AIDS by census tract in  

     Philadelphia, 2009 (PHMC, 2011) 
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Figure 2.  2008 Prevalence of people living with HIV/AIDS in study area  
                 (AACO, 2010) 
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Figure 3.  The lifecycle of HIV (CDC, 2008) 
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Figure 4.  Flow diagram of enrollment/recruitment activities and study aims  
    [MT= Massage Therapy] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5.  Flow Diagram of Lab (CD4+) Measures for Massage and Control       
                 Groups 
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 Figure 6.  Pre and post mean CD4+ counts by group 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7.  Pre and post mean CD4+ counts adjusted for baseline by group 
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APPENDIX B 
CITI HUMAN RESEARCH COMPLETION REPORT 

 

CITI Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative  

 

Human Research Curriculum Completion Report 
Printed on 4/28/2011  

Learner: April Grant (username: acgrant04) 
Institution: Temple University 
Contact 
Information  

Phone: 2156814000 
Email: april.grant@temple.edu 

 Social/Behavioral Research Course: Choose this group to satisfy CITI training 
requirements for Investigators and staff involved primarily in Social/Behavioral 
Research with human subjects. 
 
Stage 1. Basic Course Passed on 11/21/09 (Ref # 3765892)  

Required Modules 
Date 

Completed Score 

Belmont Report and CITI Course Introduction 11/19/09  3/3 (100%) 

Students in Research - SBR 11/19/09  7/10 (70%) 

History and Ethical Principles - SBR 11/19/09  3/4 (75%)  

Defining Research with Human Subjects - SBR 11/19/09  5/5 (100%) 

The Regulations and The Social and Behavioral 
Sciences - SBR 

11/21/09  3/5 (60%)  

Assessing Risk in Social and Behavioral Sciences - 
SBR 

11/21/09  4/5 (80%)  

Informed Consent - SBR 11/21/09  4/4 (100%) 

Privacy and Confidentiality - SBR 11/21/09  1/3 (33%)  

Research with Prisoners - SBR 11/21/09  2/4 (50%)  

Research with Children - SBR 11/21/09  1/4 (25%)  

Research in Public Elementary and Secondary Schools 
- SBR 

11/21/09  4/4 (100%) 

International Research - SBR 11/21/09  2/3 (67%)  
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Internet Research - SBR 11/21/09  5/5 (100%) 

Research and HIPAA Privacy Protections 11/21/09  1/2 (50%)  

Workers as Research Subjects-A Vulnerable Population 11/21/09  4/4 (100%) 

Conflicts of Interest in Research Involving Human 
Subjects 

11/21/09  2/2 (100%) 

Temple University 11/21/09  no quiz  

For this Completion Report to be valid, the learner listed above must be affiliated 
with a CITI participating institution. Falsified information and unauthorized use of 
the CITI course site is unethical, and may be considered scientific misconduct by 
your institution.  

Paul Braunschweiger Ph.D. 
Professor, University of Miami 
Director Office of Research Education 
CITI Course Coordinator 

 

 

 

CITI Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative  

 

Human Research Curriculum Completion Report 
Printed on 4/28/2011  

Learner: April Grant (username: acgrant04) 
Institution: Temple University 
Contact 
Information  

Phone: 2156814000 
Email: april.grant@temple.edu 

 Biomedical Research:  
 
Stage 1. Basic Course Passed on 11/21/09 (Ref # 3778347)  

Required Modules 
Date 

Completed Score 

Belmont Report and CITI Course Introduction 11/19/09  3/3 (100%) 

History and Ethical Principles 11/21/09  5/7 (71%)  

Basic Institutional Review Board (IRB) Regulations and 
Review Process 

11/21/09  5/5 (100%) 

Informed Consent 11/21/09  4/4 (100%) 
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Social and Behavioral Research for Biomedical 
Researchers 

11/21/09  4/4 (100%) 

Records-Based Research 11/21/09  1/2 (50%)  

Genetic Research in Human Populations 11/21/09  2/2 (100%) 

Research With Protected Populations - Vulnerable 
Subjects: An Overview 

11/21/09  3/4 (75%)  

Vulnerable Subjects - Research with Prisoners 11/21/09  2/4 (50%)  

Vulnerable Subjects - Research Involving Minors 11/21/09  3/3 (100%) 

Vulnerable Subjects - Research Involving Pregnant 
Women and Fetuses in Utero 

11/21/09  2/3 (67%)  

International Studies 11/21/09  1/1 (100%) 

Group Harms: Research With Culturally or Medically 
Vulnerable Groups 

11/21/09  3/3 (100%) 

FDA-Regulated Research 11/21/09  5/5 (100%) 

Research and HIPAA Privacy Protections 11/21/09  1/2 (50%)  

Workers as Research Subjects-A Vulnerable Population 11/21/09  4/4 (100%) 

Conflicts of Interest in Research Involving Human 
Subjects 

11/21/09  2/2 (100%) 

Temple University 11/21/09  no quiz  

For this Completion Report to be valid, the learner listed above must be affiliated 
with a CITI participating institution. Falsified information and unauthorized use of 
the CITI course site is unethical, and may be considered scientific misconduct by 
your institution.  

Paul Braunschweiger Ph.D. 
Professor, University of Miami 
Director Office of Research Education 
CITI Course Coordinator 
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APPENDIX C 
LETTER OF SUPPORT FROM CONGRESO 
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APPENDIX D 
BLANK COPY OF DATA 
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